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Thursday, January 12, 1967

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Mel Daniels, 6-9 New Mexico
center, scored 29 points against
Seattle Saturday to maintain his
lead over Mervin J acks9n, 6-2
Utah forward in Western Athletic Conferen~e basketball scoring,
The Lobo post operator bas
averaged 22.1 points in 12 games,
but Jackson is pushing him with
20.9, in the prelude to their con-

Ray Dupree, former guard

Basketball Team
To Miss Dupree
The high-riding UNM Lobo
basketball team recieved a bit of
a deflating blow yesterday when it
was announced that one of its
front-line substitutes, Ray DuCLASSIFD!lD ADVERTISING RATES:
pree, had quit the squad in order
4 Une ad., Ue-4 tim•, tz.oo. Imertlono
moot be a11bmtttoa b:r noon on d.,- bofore
to concentrate on his grades.
publieatian to Room lE~. Student Publica·
The junior gUard from Espantiano Bllildlnc. l'hone 277-401% or 277-4102.
ola, was the man who spelled
FOR SALE
starter Don Hoover at the point
1966 COMET Caliente, 2-dr. hardtop, V -8
engine, bucket scata, 4-speed transmls·
position. He had not seen too
sfon. Call 277·4074. 1.9·13.
much action since being reinstated
LARGE comfortable 4 bedroom home, 2
on the team, after being redshirtbaths, basement, modest price. Two
ed at the start of the season.
blocks £rom Umversity. Excellent con·
dillon, suitable Cor professor w:ith large
When Coach King went back to
family. CaD 299·5219. 1/6, 9 11, 12.
the single guard offense he needed
COMJ'LETE set o£ Britannica-Great Books
a man to back up Hoover, so he
of the Western World. Bookcase included. Like New. Contact Gary Snyder,
took Dupree off redshirt status.
299-4172.
Dupree said he was spending
SKIS, wood, .210 em, Kalil: bottoms, bind•
too much time worrying about
lngs and pales, Size 8 Nordica boots.
AI! Brand new. Call RUM at 217-4769.
basketball and not enough on
NEW TIGER PAW8--iltiU In wrapping.
grades. He said with the upcom8.25:114 for $28. Call 255-4231,
ing tests and the two road trips
FOR RENT
the team is taking the conflict was
EFFICIENCY, I block west of UNM,
too great.
•77.60 with all utiliti"" ])aid. Famished,
As a result of losing Dupree,
olf-street parking. CaD Sam Cooper, 265•
8571, ........ 842-8280. Caird·Norria Realty.
Coach King has been forced to go
SERVICES
to Ron Nelson as the number one
backup man for Hoover. Nelson
TYPEWRITER sales 6 ...,...;.,..,, all malces.
20 per cent discount with this ad. Free
has been the main sub for Frank
plclcup 6 delivery. E 6 E T;:rpewriter
Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone 243-0M!8.
Judge and has oceassionally gone
PERSONALS
in for Ben Monroe. Now Steve
COMPLETE insiU'&Jlce service. Call: The
Shropshire will be the first man
BiD Dlsmulu. Agency-2"·3656. Ask for
Maike Hamilton.
to go in for Judge. Sophomore
Help Wanted
Leonard Lopes will move up to
TUTOR help Deeled in pb:roleal-•aphy
the
top ten men and will become
and Watem C"mhatiaa CllilltarF).
Call 2.41-QUIINtwm 1 a .&.- p.-,. _..
a member of the traveling !quad.
for Ed.

WANT ADS
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at your own
College or University

NO out-of-state FEES
during Summer Quarter
9-Week Session
June 19-Aug. 18
Two 4 1/2-Wk. Sessions
.
'
June 19-July 19

July 19-Aug. 18

FlJH

qg COLLEGE C~REER

study and
in
the Big Sky Country

I:TZ COOL.

11

~. COUNSELING SERVICE
-
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a
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San Mateo NE

:· '265·8288

llY

APPOINTMENT
)

:Margh.fitJ Mo Hllnninlf, Ph.D.

. ..
'

Boys,
Yi:!llowstone Pk., Glacier
Park, Rodeos, Brewery
(theatre).
Write: Admissions ' '!
Montana State UniVL' '
Bozeman, Mont.
5'9715
.
• , . • • . r , •• • .

,'

OFFICE HOURS
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Mou'nta~ns, Girl~,

.
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87

71

59
68
67
53
51
66
42
62
40
49
50
44
40
42

ftm
61
39
66
22
46
12
26
32
46
28
32
26
12
40
22
34
10
14
24
35
16

pts
265
261
219
186
191
186
168
160
172
157
138
128
124
124
126
114
108
114
112

avg
. 22,1
20.9
19.9
16.9
15.8
16.5
15.3
13.5
13.2

13.1

offers the largest selection of Valen·
tines in lhis area,
Also
All paper goods for the Bride to be.
Free W•dding Planner book with
Complete Order.
Come in and Compar•
3501 lomas Blvd. NE

255-41189

,,

90.1 Mcs.
-~-" :·~-
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_

~

.........

_

.-·!

Despite
fiendish torture
dynamic BiC Duo
writes first time,
every time!

(B.S., Bus. Admin.) of the
Bethlehem Steel Loop
Course has found plenty of
action in sales. He's one
of many vigorous young
men in our coast-to-coast
sales organization
numbering some 600
salesmen and managers.
Join the action.
First step: pick up
a copy of "Careem •
with Bethlehem Stee~
and ~e Loop Course.'
at your placement ·
office. Then sign up
for a campus interview~
Our 1967 Loop Class•
has openings for techlueal
and non~technieal gra,duates
(and post-grads) for ' ·
careers in steel operations,
research, sales, mining,
accounting, and other
activities.
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in the rourse of the action. The
State team took an early lead
that it didn't give up for 13 and
a half minutes,
Before the game was underway
the UNM cheerleadcJ·s reminded
all there of what happened in
the first encounter this season of
the Aggies and the Lobos in
Cruces with State winning (l2-61
in overtime.
The short skit depicted the
Lobos ready to finish the Aggii!s
off with tht·ee seconds left on the
clock only to have an official come
out just in time to preset·ve the
Aggie victory.
The rematch was sold out by
4:15 Thursday afternoon aiffi"'iit
was the largest crowd ever to see
New Mexico State play basketball.
Butcher Impressed
Don Butcher, coach and head
scout for the Detriot Pistons of
the western division of the NBA,
was there to watch Daniels play
fot• the second straight year. But
he was more impressed by what
he saw of Ben Momoe.
He said that Daniels was a definite pro prospect but that if
"Monroe can shoot at all there'll
he a place for him too, He's plenty
toug-h :~nd since they l1ave opened
up the middle he is tall enough
also. It's really pretty hard to
tell about either one of them as
slow as this game has been, but
they're both good boys.'
~·
Air Force Next
The Lobos will play the Air
Academy Falcons in Colomdo
Springs Saturday night and the ,
Aggies will face Arizona at home. j
N e\v l\fexico has never beaten tlJe }~
Air Force, but this will be a
first time for the Falcons to meet n
,,
a King-coached team.
New Mexico is now 14-5 for
the season and New Mexico State
is 12-8, needing only one more
victory to have its first winning
season since 1960-61.
NM

Nelson
HQQVc:!l."

Morgan

Monroe

Daniel'!
Sanford

fg ft.a tp NMS
2 1·9 11
1 3-5
5

Evans
Ln.ncUs

fg ft·a tp

4 2.·2 10
2 0..() 4

6 4-5 16 Turner
7 5-5 19
3 o.o 6 Gambilf
3 0-0 6
7 5-8 19 Morehead 1 2·2 4
1 G·G 8 Collins
2 G-6 9

Harrls
0 1·2 1
Franco
1 0-0 2
LCl!'ett
1 o.o 2
Totals 20 25-33 65
Totals 21 15-1'1:~~
Total fouls 15, none To!Jll fouls 26, foulfouled out. One tech- ed out: Evans, Gam•
nicul.
bill, Morehead, Collins.- T~chnieals, one.

Seniors Awarded
Five
Five students in the Co.~~e
Pharmacy at UNM are ~=~
two liiCholarships for the ·
semester.
Receiving the American Foun.;
dation Pharmaceutical Education
Scholarship are three seniors in.
eluding Robert L. Bronaugh, AJ..."
buquerque, $75; Jan A.
mings, Salem, Ore., $1601
Mathew Iraci, San Diego, Calif.;

"~

~

This semester's holders of the
Fox-Vliet Scholarship for $125
are Dale L. Kemper, Albuquer~
que, and Gerald J. Silva, Jal,
both seniors.

Air Raids.Will Continue
In Nor~h, Says Dean Rusk

Pf'OIJress Program

Efi

65-571

News Round Up

An Equal Opporl.unity .

STEEL

Any move or action toward
bombing of the North and the
peace negotiations in Viet Nam three wars-the big one, the litwill probably be done in secrecy tle one, and the criminal warduring the crucial beginning said must be stop)Jed and forces
General Maxwell Taylor in a
frozen," he said.
speech delivered yesterday in the
"Big War" Explained
UNM Concert Hall.
The "big war" said Taylor, is
"When North Viet Nam moves
toward peace I'm sure they will the massive American engagehave to begin in the utmost se- ment with maor units, the "little
crecy," Taylor said. "They have war' involves South Vietnamese
to maintain secrecy because it units h·acking down small bands
would disillusion the men in the of terrol'ists and the criminal war
field if peace overtures were made is the campaign of assassinations,
kidnapping and terrorism and inin the open.
.
"Taylor said that the 1norale of timidating officials by a "ha!'d
the North Vietnamese men fight- core, tl·ained group of subvet•sing must be maintained. "North ives," Taylor said.
"Our policy in Viet Nam is
Viet Nam is also afraid of what
Communist China would do if ne- made up of our basic purpose and
gotiations started in the open," the strategy we use to achieve
said Taylor.
that purpose,'' Taylor said. "Crit•
ics say that Amberican policy is
Negotiations Soon
confused and more complicated
"I think the time for negotia- than it really is. We are there to
tions is growing right,' he said. from attack for the Vietnamese.
NEW MEXICO AGGIE Wesley Morehead jumps up to block a
"First I think Ho Chi Minh rea- fro mattack for the Vietnamese.
shot by Lebo Bill Morgan as Mel naniels looks on in last night's
lized that a military victory cangame in University Arena. The Lobos revenged their earlier loss
(Continued on page 6)
not be won in the south and the
to the Aggies by beating them on their home court 65-57. (LOBO
tremendous political turmoil in
P~oto by Pawley)
Comunist China makes them
uneasy."
.
"When negotiations do come,
and they eventually will, Ameri- ·
cans must realize that a cease fire
and negotiations do not end a
war,' Taylor cautioned.
The former ambassador said
that there would have to be many
A circus atmosphere greeted of United States foreign policy in comply and stormed out of the
~~;g.r.~ments reached and planned
General Maxwell Taylor as he ar- Viet Nam yesterday.
hall.
before ·.any ·!Jop:e l!f· !1 ceasefire rived at the UNM Fine Arts CenPrior
to
his
arrival
about
50
After his 45 minute speech TaycouTao ·~be reac!Jed., <(American ter to
a lecture on the state students formed an aisle from lor spent another hour and a half
the entrance of the center to the answering every written question
door of the Concert Hall.
that was submitted to him by the
Anti-war pickets lined one side audience.
and pro-war pickets lined the
other, carrying signs, chanting
slogans, and distributing literature.
People entering the Arts Center were met with demonstrators
giving out candy and holding
helium filled balloons saying "stop
the war." The demonstt•ation was
generally orderly but Concet•t
Hall director, William Mattin
By United. Press International
and his staff had trouble with
WASHlNGTON - Secretary
demonstmtors letting their balof State Rusk told the nation
loons rise to the eeiling.
Signs and banners were not al- yesterday that "You can't stop a
lowed in the Concet•t Hall but war by stopping half of it." He
Martin had to ~top students who said the U.S. would not consider
entered the foy<?r of the Concert stopping bomb raids over North
Hall and released their balloons. Viet Nam as long as the CommuMany of the protestors had par- nists kept on invading South Viet
tidpated in the 24-hour peace Nam. Rusk also said there was
vigil last night in the Fine Arts no indication of any tangible
Center lobby. The group spent the movement towards peace.
night in sleeping bags maintain--o117 Soldiers lOlled in Viet N am
ing a fast in protest of the war.
Last Wel•k
Taylor's appearance in the ConSAIGON-Amedcan casualties
cert Hall was marred by a shouting student, later identified as
in Viet Nam last week ran to 117
Oscar Gandy,. protesting Taylor's dead and another 920 wounded.
refusal to answer questions ftom
Twelve men were listed as missthe floor. After finding out that ing in action. That brings the
GENREAL MAXWELL 'rA YLOU is oOicially welcomed to AlbuTaylor would answer only fifteen
total deaths in the war to 8790,
quertiUe ycstt•rtlay afternoon as he gets off the Jllane at the Sunsubmitted
questions
five
protes·
port. He spoke to a crowd of students 1111d townSJieDJile at the
including some 1600 non-combat
U)"M Concert Hall yesterday aftcntoon rtbout the U.S.'s role in
tot's in the first row stood up rais· deaths. Spokesmen said that ComV1et Na.m. (LOBO Photo by Pawley)
ing signs asking students not to munist violations of the lunar

Circus Air Gre~t:s Taylor

· 'Employer in the Plam; for

.

The only
incidents on the floor, that the
crowd g·ot un1·u!y was when New
Mexico State coach Lou Henson
couldn't keep his scat on the
Aggie bench.
Murgan Scores 16
Bill Morgan had his best night
of the season with 16 points and
eight rebounds. Ron Nelson who
took over at I!,'Uard for Frank
Judge, even before Judge didn't
make his grades, added 11 points.
~ob Evans was the only Aggie,
besides Tui·ner, in double figures,
He had 10 points.
The first half State hit nearly
56 per cent from the floor while
New Mexico could manage only
47.6. But in the second period of
the game the Lobos reversed this
hitting 51.3 per cent to the Aggies poor 39.6.
'l'ied Seven Times
The game was tied seven times
and the lead switched six times

***
At Concert Hall

me's rugged pair of
stick pens wins again
in unending war
against ball-point
skip, clog and smear.
Despite horrible
punishment by mad
scientists, me still
writes first time, every
time. And no wonder.
me's "Dyamite" Ball
is the hardest metal
made, encased in a
solid brass nose cone.
Will not skip, clog
or smear no matter
what devilish abuse
is devised for them
by sadistic students.
Get the dynamic
nrc Duo at your
campus store now.

CHUCK WENTZ

,

New Mexico's All-American game scoring· honors-each with
Mel Daniels then tied it up with a
19 points. Daniels hit on seven of
free throw and put the Lobos · nine field goals and on five of
ahead to stay with the next char- eight free throws. Tumer was
ity toss.
seven fot• 19 and five fo1· five.
· Morehead, Daniels Ejected
Four Aggies fouled out of the
Both Daniels and State's Wes- slow moving game that' saw the
ley .Morehead were kicked out of visitors foul 26 times to the Lobos
the game for fighting with three 15. There were also two technicals
and a half minutes left. There was called in the game-one on each
some doubt that it was Daniels team after the fight that saw
involved in the fracas but rather Daniels and Morehead ejected.
The 14,840 fans watching the
Ben Monroe who had been involved in an earlier dispute.
game behaved better than most
Daniels and Turner tied for
preditions expected.

12.5
11.6
11.3
11.3
10,5
10.4
9.8
9,5
9.3
116
8.8
8.8
106

Houte of Hallmark

I

Revenge, Beat

==========~~==~~~

Listen to KUNM

'

'

fgm
102
106
77
.82
74

i

Gen. Taylor Says
Peace Bargaining
Must be in Secret

to attend Summer School

7 1 7 7

Consult

won 36 games and lost 31-:far off
the season record of 73-25 last
year and 73-27 the year before.
Of the 1966 all-conference first
and second team honorees, New
Mexico's Mel Daniels is the only
one back.
Gone but not forgotten are Jerry
Chambers, George Fisher, Dick
Nemelka, Steve Kramer, Leon
Clark, Jeff Congdon, Dick Sherman, Freddie Lewis, Dennis Hamilton, Ted Pickett, Bob Spahn and
Harvey Fox. That's a big chunk
of basketball talent to bow out in
one season. Crying towel salesmen
have had a big year around the
loop.
No WAC champion basketball
team has gone undefeated in conference play. Arizona State's 1963
team was 9-1, Brigham Young
was 8-2 in 1965, New Mexico 7-3
in 1964, and Utah 7-3 last year.
In 1963 Arizona State posted
the best season record of any
WAC team since the loop was
formed in 1962. The Sun Devils
were 26-3 for .897. Brigham
Young's 20-5 (.800) last year was

JF 't ~
~pLA,_, ii.

MONTANA STATE
UNIVERSITY

If You Have a Problem
Regarding Your Curriculum
Or Your Career •••

,
.

ference season openers Friday.
Top scorer in games last week
was Craig Raymond, 6-11 Brigham Young center, who chalked
up 35 points against Utah State
Friday, while sharing Cougar
chores with 6-11 Jim Eakins. Raymond climbed from fourteenth to
eighth place among conference
scorers.
Ken Collins, 6-6 Wyoming center, tops retrievers with 12.5 rebounds per game. Daniels is second with 11.7 and 6-8 DeWitt
Menyard, Utah is third with 11.3.
Neil Roberts, 6-5 Brigham
Young forward, holds a slight
edge over his 6-2 teammate, Ken
James, in field goal percentages,
.568 to .563.
Jackson continues to set the
pace in free throw percentages,
having swished 37 of 43 charity
tosses for .907.
Making good on 51 per cent of
their field goals and 65 per cent of
their :free throws, the Brigham
Young Cougars have tallied 86.9
points per game to continue as the
top scoring team in the Western
Athletic Conference.
The New Mexico Lobos, fourthranked nationally with a 11-1 record, leads conference teams in defense, having held opponents to
57.3 points per game.
Brigham Young University has
sold all tickets to home basketball
games this season. Since Joseph
Smith Fieldhouse, capacity 10,400,
is bulging at the seams, there's
talk at BYU now about building a
new arena that will seat 25,000.
New Mexico's fabulous new arena
has a capacity of 14,831, more
than double the accommodations
of Johnson Gymnasium, which
took care of 6,332. Last year the
Lobos drew 5,780 per home game;
this year attendance has averaged
12,521 in the first seven games,

By NOOLEY RElNHEARDT
The New Mexico Lobos, using
the defense Ninv Mexico State
thought it had perfected, defeated
the Aggies 65-57 here Thursday
night.
The Aggies, playing perhaps ·
better than even they had expect-.
et;l, led much of the first half but
trailed 26-25 at the intermission.
They then came back and went
ahead in the opening moments of
the second stanza on a jump shot
by Ernest Turner from the top of
the key.

next best and New Mexico's 23-6
( 79 3) i~ 1964 ranks third, At
· · n the Lobos a ear to be
f~es~nt. 1966 conterfd~rs in the
e
b th
h
t
category- ut ey ave en conference gamehs aheadd, and five of
them are on t e roa ·

PlaYer, Tea1;11
Daniels, N.M.
J~ckson, Utah
Hall, Wyo.
Collins, Wyo,
Menyard, Utah
Monroe, N.M~
Roberta, BYU
Raymond, BYU
Davis, UA
Lindner, ASU
Liimo, BYU
Hill, BYU
Nelson, Wyo.'
Detter, ASU
Judge, N.M.
James, BYU
Asbury, Wyo.
.MacKay, Utah
Root, UA
Welton, UA
Ockel, Utah

,/

Lobi:>~'OGet

DanielsI Lobos Rank Hish
'I
L
t
all non-conference tJ ts. ar/les
crowd was 15,831-an ~ver ow.
The !'ew are~a was designed to
permit expansiOn.
· After being the nation's winningest basketball major conferencc for two consecutive seasons,
f
Western
Athletic
Con erence
teams aren't doing so well against
non-conference competition this
season. As of January 4, they had

w

new year truce would raise the
toll.

-oPcldng Uadio Broadcasts
'l
'•
Revo lotion Guidelines
HONG KONG-A "cultural revolution" guideline-pointing to
gradual army takeover in Clirtia
-was broadcast yeste1·day by
Peking radio. The broadcast said
final victory for the forces of
Mao Tse-Tung could only (~Onte
with the active intervention of
the army.

-oHussia Warhs China to Leave
Embassy Alone
MOSCOW - Discontinue the
15-day siege of the Russian embassy in Peking or face possible
l'etaliation-that was the substance of a. stiff protest note sent
to China yesterday by the Soviet
Union. The warning was the second since the Chinese moved
against the embassy Jan. 26.

••
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'
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U. Fraternities Hold Spring Rush

~

By JIM PATTERSON
Twelve fraternities are participating in an informal spring
rush that began on Wednesday
and will last through Sunday
evening,
Sigma Al'!>ha Epsilon, Phi Delta Theta, Kappa Alpha, Omega
Phi P~Ji, Alpha Kappa Lambda,
Pi Kappa Alpha, Phi amma Delta, Sigma Phi E:Psilon, Sigma
Chi, Lambda Chi Alpha, Phi Sigma Kappa and Alpha Epsilon
have active plans for this rush,
Delta Sigma Phi was unavailable
for,:i~:formation on their plans for
rush.
Parsons Sees Success
Intra-Fraternity Coun!!il president, Bill Parsons, is "looking
forward to a very successful rush
and semester for the Greek system." Parsons also stated that
open rush will continue until midsemester
Kappa A 1 ph a Order, 1635
Roma NE, has 26 active members, President Doug Wycoff said
"all rushees are invited to a house
dance on Friday night and to an
exchange with sororities on Sunday."
UNM's I a r g est fraternity Sigma Alpha Epsilon with 90 active members, is located at 1811
Mesa Vista Road NE. President
Di~k Storey says he ":feels that
SAE has a lot to offer the right
men, and that rushees are welcome at the house any time during spring rush."
Alpha Epsilon Pi of 1920 Coal
SE has 15 members. Jim Weber
of AEP invites "rushees to drop
by any time during rush week."
Warren Laffey, secretary of
Lambda Chi Alpha, said "Our
house is always open and all
rushees are welcome," LXA has
15 members and their house is at
612 University Blvd. NE.
Phi Delta Theta had 64 active
members and their house is at
1705 Mesa Vista Rd, NE. President Drexel Douglas will "appre-

B
1

ciate any rushees who would like
to visit."
Sigma Chi,· 721 Yale NE, is
the second largest fraternity on.
<:ampw;-·with 80. members. Rush
chairman, Wally Melendres, invites rushees "to parties starting
tomorrow night and to come by
the house at a_ny time during the
day."
·
Rush chairman for 'Phi Gamma
Delta, Steve Heilman, invites
rushees to the house any time
during the day on Friday or Saturday and said to "can 247-2927
for any information."
Gary Cone, public relations director for Pi Kappa Alpha, invites rushees to a house party
Friday night. Cone said "we will
_t~rovide transportation and dates
if necessary." The Pike house is
at 600 University Blvd. NE, and
the Pikes have 55 active members.
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Makers ofHiliUi"•- ·
Indian Jewelry ....
OLDTOWN
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The Christian in. a ·Changing World
Spectator, or Player???

•••

"

.....

-f•

Here's your application
for th~ 11th· Ann11nl

WEEKEND At

THE MOVIES

It's an interesting question. Just what is the role of a Christian
in the world of today. If YOU are interested won,'t YOU join
other college age young people in the Youth Center of the First
Baptist Church at 9:30 on Sunday mornings and explore this
intriguing problem with us. 123 Broadway S.E. is-the place. And
the topics each Sunday .... well, pick from these ... or why
not pick them all. Learn the Facts, and have the Fellowship at
First.

FRI .

7.30pm
'One STEP at a T•mme··'
Brazil Peace Co.rps

Feb. 26-Should the Baptist Join the Ecumenical Movement?

Row. . .to
--.
.
.
.
.
.
mak e
the most t~n=~~~~~:::t:~.~::;?§.;E
ola
hard·won
EE
degree

....

SAT 7.00 lO.OOpm.
SUN S.oo, 8.oo:pm
.
1

the potential to what you want
and what you like. After all, you've spent the past
several years developing your talents and your tastes.
You should recognize a worthwhile opportunity when

'

.

fThe Americanization of Emily',
Julie
Andrews
..
25/with ID

you see one. We
think you'll find
a special promise waiting for
you at LTV Electrosystems. Our primary business is
the design and development of highly sophisticated,
major electronic systems with a wide range of
ground, air, sea and space applications. For the full story, talk it aver
with our representative when he
visits your campus.

I.

.'

SUB THEATER
II

Opportunities exist at our Garland, Greenville and Dallas, Texas, facilities.

••

·------··

j,

I
I

Our engineering representatives will be on campus
FEBRUARY 14

I
I

.

Please contact your placement office for appointment.

Louis Vrattos
Jewelers

_

same care and objectivity you
would bring to an experiment in physics. ·· ·
Evaluate the creative challenge, the chances''"~~- for advancement, the benefits, the educa-

DISCOUNTS TO UNM
STUDENTS & FACULTY

' '·

$1.oo -Free to Srs & Grads-.

Look first at the challenges offered
by LTV Electrosystems. Examin~~;;~
the career opportunity with the~~=~-c -·-
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"The Nonclassical Ion Problem" is the topic of a speech to
be given by Dr. Herbert C.
Brown, Friday, Feb. 10, at 8
J p.m. in room 101 of the Chemisl try Building,
Dr. Brown, :Professor of chem; istry at Purdue University, is
~ one of several speakers listed in
1
a .J.series of colloquia sponsored
j join~ly by .the Universi~y of New
~ Mexico Science Colloqumm Com.~ mittee and Sandia Corporation.

l

SO FAST?

•
greaf savings

Speech to Be Given

•r

' •.f•'

DELIVERY

NEW

An examination of the expectations and needs which affect family relations will be provided by a
family relations course carrying
three hours credit.
The class is scheduled for 1:30
to 2:45 Tuesdays and Thursdays
this semester at UNM.
Taught by Lawrence C. Brown,
staff member of Family Consultation Service, the course is based
on the philosophy that successful
marriages do not just happen and
that intra-family relationships
are increasingly important for the
individual family in mass society.
The course covers aspects of
marriage and family relations
d~aling with preparation for marriage, role expectations, financial
management, sexual attitudes,
parenthood, and family planning.
Brown is an experienced case
worker in family problems and
holds a M.A. in social work. He
is director of Education for Family Planning of the local family
counseling agency,

.~

chairman for the Phi Sigs, says
"the Greek system has a lot to
offer and we encoun~ge · rushees
to visit all the houses-;--espec~ally
ours."
Alpha Kappa Lambda fraternity will rush in Room 231-C of
the Union.

Friday, Februaty 10, 196 7
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WHY IS MR. G1S

BOOKS

Course Wilt Center
On Family Relations

: I

Sigma Phi Epsilon, 1901 Las
Lomas NE, has 33 actives. Gus
Temter!i, social chairman, "welcomes all rushees to an open
party on Friday night."
Omega Phi Psi has 13 active
members; and Rene Matison, secretary, says "all r.ushees are welcome to come and discuss aims
and goals of the Omegas." The
Omegas will be rushing from upstairs in the sub.
Phi Sigma Kappa has 22 members and their house is at 1515.
Copper NE. Bill Campbell, social

Friday, February 10, 1967
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Here's your application
for the 13th Annual
::N-ationol ·College Queen Contest
"
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won't YOU join

th Center of the First
gs and explore this
I would like to submit the following name for The
entry blank.

I.E. is·t~e place. And
1m these • • • or why

N~ii;nol College Queen competition.
·• '·

Kindly ,;,oii full details and an official

.

MYNAME ______________________________ AGE ___

re the Fellowship at

(or, my candidate's name)

IATTEND _____~~~--~----------~~---------(ar, my candidate attends)
(name of college or university)

Crises
· Over Social Issues?
:al Movement?

lAM

I l FRESHMAN

I l SOPHOMORE

I l JUNIOR

I l SENIOR

MY MAILING ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
(or, my candidate's address)

(no. and street)

·ed
(city)
:he~~~~

I state)

, (zip code)

I obtained this application when it was published in: ______________________________

bu

(Write in name of

\

college rtewspapcr in whlch lhi5 application appeared)

If you ore nominating someone other than yourself, please sign your '" .•
•
.
nahie in lhe space opposite. The entry blank
be mailed to her . _----'-·--'-~~---------==·_-_·

will

C;S.;._- - -
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_"_·_·-----------

MAIL THIS APPLICATION TODAY TO, NATIONAl COLLEGE QUEEN CONTEST COMMITTEE
P.O. Box935, New York City, N.Y. 10023
J)eodline: This newspaper application must be received in New York City within 10 days from the date of this issue.
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You can win more than $5,000 in prizes and earn recognition for your school.

~s.

en
nd

It's nomination time again I Colleges in all 50 stales
are nominating their candidates in the 131h Annual
National College Queen Contest. And the time is
right now-the nominations close soon.

m-

Send in your nome-nominate a friend

nJe

or

Lots of girls send their own names, so don't be shy!
freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors, Seniors-all ore
eligible. And anyone can make a nomination •..
campus groups, fraternities, sororities, friends. Just
fill out the application blank •

!

Not a "Beauty" contest
Those who entered last year will tell you thot this is
neither a "glamour" nor a "genius" contest. Con·

•!

e

Spe·

didates ore judged on their all-around abilities •.. from London' to Paris to Rome. She'll' win a wardthey're questioned on current events, fashion, home robe of the newest styles, worth $500-and her
economics, career goals ond the like .
own car, a brand new sports convertible. She'll
discover Americo-trovelling from New York City to
50 stale winners
Disneyland, including featured appearances at the
Every state elects its own College Queen in April. Rose Bowl Game ond the traditional Tournament of
As a state winner, you'll come to New York Cily I all Roses Parade,
expenses paid I for o.lO doy visit and the Notional
Enter Todoy
Finals. You'll appear on o National Television Spe·
cia I, and attend a reception at the United Nations, It's easy to e!lter, fun to nominate. Take a minute
theatre trips, backstage visits with Broadway stars, right now to fill out the application yourself. And
and the formal Coronation Ball.
how obout your club, fraternity or sorority nomi•
noting someone? Remember, this is not a typical
More than $5,000 in prizes
"Beauty Contest." It's for the real girl, the allThe new National College Queen will tour Europe around girl-it's for you!

The National College Queen.Contest is sponsored

"The
,. lem" .is
' be giVE
Brown,
p.m. in
~ try Bui
Dr. Brown, .professor of chemt istry at Purdue University, is
~1 one of several speakers listed in
a :.series of colloquia sponsored
~ jointly by the University of New
Mexico Science. Colloquium Corn·
i mittee and Sandia Corporation.
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chairman fot• the Phi Sigs, says
"the Greek system has a lot to
offer and we encou1·age · rushees
to visit all the houses~especially
ours."
Alpha Kappa Lambda fraternity will t·ush in Room 231-C of
the Union,
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ciate any rushees who would like
Sigma Phi Epsilon, 1901 Las
to visit."
Lomas NE, has 33 actives. Gus
Sigma Chi> 721 Yale NE, js
the s~:cond largest fraternity on_ Temte1·li, social chairman, "welcampUs"with 80. members, Rush comes all rushees to an open
chairman, Wally Melendres, in. party on Friday night.''
vites rushees "to parties starting
Omega Phi Psi .has 13 active
tomorrow night and to come by member!;; and Rene Matison, secthe house lilt a_ny time during the retary, says "all rushees are welday."
··
.
.
come to come and discuss aims
Rush chairma'n for'Phi Gamm"

l
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U. ·Fraternities Hold Spring Rush

By JIM PA'ITERSON
Twelve fraternities are participating in an informal spring
rush that began on Wednesday
and will last through Sunday
evening.
Sigma Al·pha Epsilon, Phi Delta Theta, Kappa Alpha, Omega
Phi Psi, Alpha Kappa Lambda,
Pi Kappa Alpha, Phi amma Delta, Sillma Phi E'Dsilon. Sillma
Chi, L
rna K
have 1
Delta
for.,mJ
rush.

'

The Notional College Queet'l competition.

m-a-;1-lul_ld_•l-ai_l•a_n_do-n-ol-lit-io-1•~nlry-""blank.
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typewritten, double spaced. Name,
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Senate Passes Bill

Letters
Complains About INSIGHT
Dear Editor;
I should like to express my
shock at the exceptionally shoddy
and unscientific character of this
semester's teacher evaluation
guide, INSIGHT. Not only do its
authors exhibit a remarkable inability to spell, use the English
language, and keep straight such
simple facts as the gender and de~ental affiliation of teachers,
but also, and far worse, they go
ahead and · evaluate teachers on
the basis of what even they admit
were rather scanty questionnaire
returns. As a result a good many
professors' were condemned without a fair trial... ·
One teacher done particular injustice by this "survey" was Dr.
Nancy Gonzalez, Professor of
Anthropology. According to INSIGHT, this professor is ''neither
interested nor interestisg ," and is
therefore "not recommended."·
Per~onally, I would like to say
that· Mrs. Gonzalez is on11 of .the
best teachers I have had ·either
here in graduate school or· at· the
Ivy League university where I did
my undergraduate work. And, I
do not think I am alone in this
opinion. Her courses attract high
enrollment and are well attended;
and practically everyone I know
who has been one of her students
thinks she is an excellent teacher.
Having filled out a questionnaire on Mrs. Gonzalez, I was
surprised to find that there was
=
no mention of dissenting opinion
i, in the condemning appraisal.
. Therefore, I contacted one of the
f people involved in writing Mrs.
/ Gonzalez' evaluation. This individual blandly revealed information
which indicates that the l'esults of
the "survey" were "fudged." He
complained of student apathy but
maintained stoutly that in Mrs.
Gonzalez's case he had presented
an accurate evaluation for he had
interviewed several people who
;!lought her final exam to be unfair. In other words INSIGHT has
"supplemented" its questionnaire
"survey" with opinion "data"
gathered from informal chats
with disgruntled students.
I will not dwell any further on
Mrs. Gonzalez' case. If INSIGHT
wishPs to defend that evaluation,
I challenge it to take a random
sample of the opinion of a significant majority of that teacher's
students. What I do want to
stress, though, is that although
the idea of student evaluation of
teachers is laudable, its successful
execution requires at least a modicum of responsibility on the
pai:t of both the group compiling
the evaluation and the university
providing that group with economic backing. There should be
n,q fudging of results to compensate for inadequate questionnaire
returns. Ideally, no teacher should
be evaluated without at least a
. 75 'I< return on questionnaires.
· And the percentage-size of the
· response should be printed with
each evaluation.
Teachers are human beings, not
inanimate objects. We owe them
something more than the slip. shod type of treatment given
them this semester by INSIGHT.
Thomas W. Walker

Friday, February 10,.1967 .
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ASUNM Joins City C. of C.

s,·, Ronald Meets the ·su·dget
By ARTHUR HOPPE .

Editor-in-Chief ~~~~-------~----------------------- Lynne Frindell
Managing Editor ---------------------------------- Chuck Noland
Busines!l Supervisor ----~---··------_: ____________ Richard P. French
Advert!Sif!g·Manager ~ .. --~~---~"---~---------------- Richard Pfaff
'Sports Editor ~------,.;_;_ __ :;,.,._,.,_ __._ ___________ Nooley Reinheardt
Morning .Editor --'..------'-"'--'·~·--_;__ :. __________________ Yola Gradi
Associate.Edit..ori> __ .; ____·--~~::.._:_..: ______ Bob-Storey, Jeff Dennard ·
Staff Cartoonists"-''"~:.·._.__ :..:.::.:·~----~-- Duane Ulrich, Frank Jacome
Staff Photographer ---------~---------~---.:._:.. ________ Bob Pawley
Staff ----------------- Tom Garcia, Melissa Howard; Linda Mitchell,
Chuck R!Jynolds, Jim Patterson

San Fra!'cisco Chronicle

.
d h ,
All right, children, climb. up on daddy's knee an . ~ 11 te11 you
another fairy tale about S1r Ronald of Holyroo~. lietBs dsee. H ow
about Sir Ronald's awesome battle with the 'frummous u get 0 oo,
·it's scary! Try not to shriek in daddy's ear.
. h. d h E .. G
Well, as you remember, Sir Ronald had vanqu1~ e . t e. VI 1 overn:or, freed the Golden State, and' banished the W1cked Wtzard from
the Castle of Cal. ·
· · ··
· · ·
•
. ·
; And so it was that he buckled on his famed Swinging Sword, mount----~----------:------------e'd his white charger and set off on the most dangerous· quest of .al.!- ..
...
• • ·
· · ... , · 'm :n ·
to penetrate 'l'he Thorny Thicket of Legislature,. in "wh!>l!~ ~~g~ed
:
ALASKA', 'ASIA:: A:~ 1\.l\t;.ERICAN .a:Ou CH
depths dwelled The Unruh, feared by one and .a~I.;: ~~··;: .. ~·.~ .. · :. · :: ~ .
· .. " .. ·
•
· "I know you will follow me, Sancho," sa1d S1r Ronald conlidenlly
IT IS STILL star.tling..to most Americ~fl:§Jil,]if~old that to·his-faithful squire, Sancho Nofzinger. "For yo'! haye purity, de- .
they share 'a common frontier w:~th:-the Soviet .UnjQ!l {in the cency,,and righteou§ne~s. in your hear~;"
: • . ..~ ". ;, •..,~. '""'"'"''··· ,.v
Bering Strait).,;:l.n(} that'.Commul)isi}China is ort1:Y"S9lp:~ 1/TOO
"And," m~ttered Sancho with a s1gh as he.cflUUber)!d ~\IC!~t'!~h1s, •.
·
t' ·donkey, ''rocks in my head."
'' • · ·· • ·' ·
• ....., •
miles from. t~e ,U!J~~~dr_,§~ates ~(frpm th? westMer'alfnmchosutrl·~l)l!...
. Hardly had the'two companions :rounded t!te..fi~l!l~· bend in .The
of the Al~.u~~~~s to th~. :north~as!ern tiP.. ~~- .
.. . ··Thorny Thicket than a h!Jg~;"indescdba!Jle,.!lh~:!Je.l~med up. i~ the
Perhaps tlie mam reason why sach.facts contmue ·to.startle "·gloom. · · · · · · · ·
· · ·
~ . . . . . . . "' . . . ..
.
is that the average American ha:S nE!Ver quittrgra:sped· either· · · ·"Quick, Sire, flee 1'' ·cried Silncho i!;l a~!lrm. ':W.e ..are f~C:~ ~o face
th · 'fi
·f th"
ff' '"1"l'"'est 'and' ·with a· Budget!" , · · · · · ·
• · · · ....
•
·· .
th · ·t l't
·. e ac ua l Y or e Sigm cance ~ . e coun ~ ~ ~ ~, ~
~'.What, Sancho," .said Sir· Ronald, lirav~ly .stan.din~··hl~ 'gr.o.und; "i~1..,
m many ways, strangest) state-r-Alaska. ..... . • · .... . . . . a·Bud'get?"
· ·• · "
.. .
:
... ""' . , ...
But this ignorance of Alaska. is ~rapidly ending, -and. :W.lll · "Oh'; Sire," said Sanclio, falling to !lis kne~s, "the Budget is,a vast, · · '
do so..even more swiftly this year.~For this March (on the incQmprehensible thing that thrives in this turgid. t,nllrk; Your.prede30th to be exact) will be celebrated :the lOOth anniversary of.. · !!essor, t~e EviLGovernor, for who ~~ows ;what. d1a~olu;!ll. purposes3
.
'
.
• •
. .
·
fattened 1t up yea:r: after year so that:1t nQw threatens to topple ()Ver
· . .
the treaty whereby the Umted ,Sta;tes bought Alaska· from and crush he sim.ple people of our beloV,ed Golden State.". ·• . .. ..
.
Czarist Russia: And if the'rcrnas :haen.Jittle development_
"Hola, Budget; yield!" cried Sir""R1lnald. !'For to s11ve .. ~y pe~ple
within Alaska. (other than ax.Q!l.ild~the.\'!dges) in the past from being squashed by. your loathesom~ b~, I.slmll,lol> ~~.a tenth
century we can be sure. that things wilrblr'Ql!ite otherwise of your flabby fat a!ld tnm you down to s1ze, ,
.... : .. .
,. .
•
'
· ~ .., ·
· ·..
But a strange thmg happened. No sooner had. S1r·~onald d~aW);I h1s
durmg the next lpOyears.
' · '
Swinging Sword than the air was filled with piteous crie.s and heartrending
groans.
AIR TRANSPORTATION, the press of population, the
"What manner of strange creature is this?" asked Sir Ronald as
need for the raw resource~Lwhieh ATaslm:.ht\JSjrr-abundance, Sancho covered his ears and cowered. "I have not struck a blow, yet
the efforts to control the weather, 'these ,.ittid many other already we are knee deep in blood and. ~ears: Do people, lo'=e the
· ·
factors will lie behind the -certain emergence of this immense Budget so?"
"Oh, no, Sire," said Sancho. "All abhor it. But everyone loves some
territory into greater and greater prominence.
part of it. And each fears you will wound the one he loves."
Two years ago these columns pointed out that, other than
"Courage, Sancho, to save our people we must strike boldly. Take
for Scandinavia and the northern part of the British Isles, that you swinish Budget, and that and that!"
Canada, Russia, and America. controlled au.:of the ...some
And Sir Ronald sliced and hacked and hacked and sliced and •••
Now what are you crying for, children ?.The Budget? For gqqdness
5,000,000 square miles lying north of the 55th Latitude.
don't worry about the Budget. It's a very 'magicaLb~as.~. ,And
We suggested that there could be great advantages reaped sakes,
the more Sir Ronald slices at it, the bigger it will grow. So that after
from seeking to develop these lands concurrently: "This the awful battle it will be bigger and fatter than ever. Honest.
could perhaps be done through some Northern Area Institute
What do you mean you don't believe daddy ? The trouble with you
in which geologists,..ph~sicists...,JlUlt_eorQ.\.9gist_§;. ~gri~ulturi~ts, - kids is you don't have any faith in fairy tales.
and many other nata:ratzcientists :fflmi.::Am~rica1 -Canada, .

¥. .. .. .... ·

. ' .·

1

and Russia could pool their discoverings and help correct
each other's mistakes."

Lobo Editing Detrimental
Editor:
After reading my own letter in
Lobo I almost sat
write a second letter re-

-

-

r-

~
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Who's Who at UNM .
To Receive Honors "~

U. Chorus Changes
Hours of Meeting

IF RELATIONS between East and West continue to improve-as we believe they will-American-Canadian-Russian
cooperation in the Far North could someday prove immensely
Candidates from the UNM for
Who's Who in American Colleges
fruitful.
and Universities will be honored
The fact that Alaska and Siberia have a common frontier at
a reception Feb. 12 from 2 to
can and should be made to serve as a means of drawing the 4 p.m.
in the Esther T.hompson
world's two mightiest lands together in understanding and Lounge at the Union.
friendship as they are in geography .
This national honor is presentAs Alaska's second century under the American flag gets ed on the basis of academic
and contributions
under way, it is obvious that this vast territory (roughly the achievements
to the campus through activities,
size of the combined territories of France, Italy, the United
There are 31 students from
Kingdom, East and West Germany, the Netherlands, and UNM nominated for the honor.
Belgium) can be made to play a role as the one point in the From this total, 16 are from Albuquerque, 10 from other areas
world where the Old World shakes hands with the New.
of the state, and 5 out-of-state
-Christian Science Monitor students.
futing the logic of my own argument.
Before doing the above I reread
my letter in its original form, and
found that two paragraphs had
been deleted in the Lobo version.
Editing, of course, was necessary for proper journalistic space
utilization. Had the editing left
my thoughts and logic intact I
would have no complaint. This is
not the case.
In preparing a cogent argument I think it necessary to establish one's own point of view,
leaving no possibility of any ambiguious interpretation by the receiver of the argument. In the
Lobo letter (published) I appear
as a devout Christian hoping to
revise the theological errors of a

less well informed but fellow
Christian. Actually my position as
established in the deleted material
is that of a non-Christian who as
an outsider sees certain philosophical contradictions between the
beliefs and actions of a hypothesized Christian (Kusianovich never said he was a Christian, I as•
sumed on an if-then basis that he
probably was). The difference is
that between the defensive protagonist and the interested but
detached observer. In this case
the second view point was intended and is the more valid of the
two.
The second deleted paragraph
was important because it specified
(by negation) the nature of the
liberal education which in being

A .chorus. class .prev.jously scheduled at UNM.in the.daytime has
been changed for the spring semester to accommodate interested
townspeople.
Dr. Douglas McEwen, UNM director of choirs and choruses, announces the chorus will begin its
regular sessions Feb. 14 from
6:30 to 8:15 p.m. in M-17 of the
Fine Arts Center. Interested per·
sons are urged to enroll for
Chorus 143 through UNM Com·
munity College, second floor of
the Administration Building.
Among major works to be performed by the group this spring
is the Brahms "German Requic·
urn" to be presented May 18 with
orchestra and soloists.

Engineering Speech
Dr. James E. Schirber of Sandia Corp. will speak at a colloquium arranged by the UNM department of electrical engineering on Tuesday, Feb. 14. Dr.
Schirber will speak on "Pressure
and the Fermi Surface" at 3
p.m. in Room 201 of the Electrical
Engineering building.
neglected was the misuse of the
university system. The intention
of the letter was to place this
misuse in the place of Mr. Kusianovich's illogical misuse. The
editing was defiintely detrimental
to my intentions.
Sincet•ely,
Jerry Newton

UNM to Sponsor
Medical Meeting
The UNM campus has been
chosen as the site for the fifth
national Biomedical Sciences Instrumentation Symposium to be
held May 15-17.
The symposium's theme is Advances in Dynamic Bioinstrumentation for Medicine and Research.
It is an annual event to promote
the art and technique of utilizing
instruments in obtaining physiological data in humans and animals.
UNM has agt·eed to be an honorary sponsor of the Symnosium.

Student Senate passed a bill dent, .treasurer, chief justice of
at thf,l last. meeting".. before Se!DeS- the SUpreme court, and the two
ter break providing. for Associated administrative assistants. A simStudents membership in the Albu- ilar constitutional amendment
querque Chamber of 'Commerce. was turned down by students in
ASUNM president Dan Dennif;on the . last election.
signed the bill immediately and
Additional financial support
the membership, ;was. obtained was,given to the Free University
during semester break.
. ·
program by Student Senate at
Senate· also reintroduced a bill their last meeting. An effort has
which would provide salaries for · been begul] to bring Bishop James
ASUNM president, vice-presi- A. Pike to UNM on the speakers
. prog.ram,
·ASUNM Vice-president Jim
McAdams· told the LOBO that
S~nate . has .. ~ompleted "house-

Sir·Fiag·s..Seeks.
Summer Tale.rit. .:.....

···-· ..:...____:,.__

keeping" chores over the break,
and added that activity will begin
Wednesday at U!e first Senate
meeting of this semester. McAdams said that students are invited to the session which takes
place in the upstairs activity
center of the Union at 7 p.m.
SUNDAY MORNING WORSHIP
SERVICES
Alumni Memorial Chapel, I 0:30 a.m.
Spo11.sored by The Lutheran " •
Student Association of .America'

·-··

Fqur Pieces of Chicken
-

...

.; : .... · Pro.fes~ioiJa·l Careers in ·cartography

. . ·. CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT with the U. S. AIR FORCE .,
,..,..
... •. .
CREATifl!(.? AEROSPACE PRODUCT~'""
.
,
Six Flags O'V!\i' TeXas and Six" .
MllJjmum 120 semester hours c;ollege credit lncludln&- 5 hours
Flags Over Georgia'llilve ·arinounc:
college level math. The required math must Include at least 2
ed plans to join in cond.Qcting a
series . b'f 'reidoiial auditions'. 'hi,. . • . ·• of the following: college algebra, trigonometry, analytlc·geoll1etry, differential calculus, Integral calcu!us, pr,any course for
Februl;l,ry and March for talented
.•.
"'which
any of these is a Prerequisite. Equivalent experience
.
collegiate· ·perfoniieis'''for. their
acceptable. Training program, Openings for men and women.
productions this sum,~er,
Application and further Information fo..Wariled.on request: · ·
UNM students are i'I!Vited 'tO
WRITE: College Relations (ACPCR)
attend·the West Texas-New Mex" '
ico Regiona;l Auditions;· wli~cb will ·.
Hq Aeronautical Chart & Information Center;
be held in Lubbock on Wednesday; • ·
8900 S. Broadway, St. Louis,. Missouri 63125
Feb. 15 beginning at· 6i30 p.m.
An equal opporlunily employer
• '
in the sfridios'of KCBD-T:V; .5600
Avenue A. Registration is tlqrty
•
minutes befoJ;e ,audition time.
A ':Piano accomt~anist .·
be
available at the auditions, although contestants may furnish
their own.
Varied, Talents'S'ought .
· ..
All "types of taleiit 'are sought:
Singers, dancers, musicians, specialty acts such as magicians,
acrobats, military drill teams,
ventriloquists, fast-draw gunfighters will be considered.
Winners will enjoy a summer's
employment .at salaries ranging .
from $75 to $125 a Week/depending on the type of production in
one of the productions featured at
each entertainment center.
Finals in Late Spring
After completion of the preliminary audition tour, talent best
suited for the scheduled productions will be invited to appear as
finalists in the call-back auditions,
which take ·place in Arlington,.
Texas, and Atlanta, Georgia, in
the late spring.
It usually takes the judges
about a week following the final
audition to make their selections.
Approximately 200 to 250 performers will be picked, and they
will be notified by telegram,
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$1.30

french Fries or Whipped Potatoes,
· · · ''Jiolls, 'cole Slow,. Ho~f:y

..

.

" Fried ·shrimp Dinrie~: · · • · ,
Tangy Sou~e. French Fries, Roll~•.

$1.35

· Col~ Slaw, Lemon Wedge·
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· · Other Meals 79c - $2.75
.

.. · .. Phone 265-1669

Across From Campus-Central & Girard
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Composer wants to.

the score ·on '67 compacts
DEAR REB:
I'm a well·known composer, and I need a new car.
The trouble is, I'm just too Bizet to pick one out. And
what's more, many of the new cars I see are Offenbach in the garage for repairs. But I do have a good
friend who is pleased with his new '67 Dodge Dart.
He was given an excellent deal and Berlioz any
money on it. My Bach is tothewaii.Can you help me?
LUDWIG

AWS Plans Ball
DEAR LUDWIG:

5 Rival for King;
Dance Tomorrow

My advice is that you let yourself Ravel in the enjoyment of driving the sporty, all-new Dart for '67.
You'll find its liszt price is a lot lower than you'd
expect. And even though it's longer outside and
bigger inside this year, Dart's still an easy car to

Five campus men have been
nominated by their organizations
for the King of Hearts election
to be held at the King of Hearts
Ball sponsored by A WS in the
Union Ballroom Saturday from
8:30 to 12 lJ.m.
King candidates include Rene
Matison, Coronado dorm; Rick
Beitler, Phi Gamma Delta; Phil
Krenbiel, Phi Delta Theta; Joe
Bebber, SAE; and Pete Gross,
Pi Ka'(Jpa Alpha.
Admission to the ball is $1 for
couples and 75 cents for stags.
Voters must be at the dance to
cast their vote.

Handel.
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"Shldy year abroad In Sweden,
France, or Spain. Cplleg~ prep., jun~

'!lr1fl
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· . ·· ~·~ IIJvllf;ln O'Neill
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Here's the swinging, man-sizeel:~toinfio~for '67 that's got t,hree B's of
its own: Bold Brassy and Beautiful. Datfh:as been complet~ly restyled
thi~·year, inside. and out. It's longer, roorn{er, more powerful. But ~!ilrat
'that snug compact price. DroP: in at your:;·~earest Dodge Dealer~s and
trY it out for yourself.·
.~~~
4\~~

Madrid, dormitories or apartments,

two meals daily, tultiOh ptM. Write.

THI~

SCANSA,., 50 Rue Pr~per legoute,
~ntony-~ls.

........ ~
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lor year abrclad
:gtci~uat~.' prO.. .
grammes. $1,500 gti!ffl:illtlll!sr round·
trip flight to Stockholm, Paris or
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CHRYSLER
MOTORS CORPORATION
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Friday, February 10, 1967
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COAT and TROUSERS $6.50
ENTIRE OUTFIT $10.00
Includes Shirt, Cummerbund, Suspenders,
Handkerchief, Studs, Cufflinks, Tie and
Boutonniere.

DIAL 247·4:147

FIRST AND GOLD

ROUTINE
ISA
D.R·~Gt
Break loose ••• and be apart of1t a/1•••
Taylor •.•

WHY IS MR. G'S

(Continued From Page 1)
"America is waging a foursided war to help the Vietnamese," Taylor said. "There is the
military effort, the attempt to
establish a stable and viable government, a shoring up of a fragile
economy and the diplomatic front
attempting to initiate negotiations."
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Patronize LOBO Advertisers

to the foward · positions and
Abraha Ghermazion and Leslie
A. Lam were picked at the halfback slots.
New Mexico State placed two
players on the all-conference team
and Santa Fe landed three on the
select list.

..

. ....

..

,

EARN YOUR MASTER'S DEGREE

OR PhD WHILE YOU WORK

..

Dictation over the telephone

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST
Faculty-Student Rates
24 hour service in most cases

INFORMATION 265-6704

Oft' to its fastest start in hisUNM gymnastics team inEight Conference coun., __,_,_,. when coach Rusty

The Automated Secretary

AT
MOTOROLA

11~~~~~~~

meet the Unire
of Oklahoma and Kansas
Norman, Okla.
The Lobos d~·opped Wichita
:..•,•iState University 180.05-163-07
·· and Colorado State University
' 175.2-168.95 last week and take
an unblemished 6-0 dual 1·ecord
on the road. New Mexico had its
first winning season last season
with a 9-6 finish.
Oklahoma is paced by all
~;~round pedol'lner Tom Sexton,
. one of five sophomores on the
eight man roster.
The Lobo entry list includes
Rich McConnell, Norm Tupper,
Bob Clayton and Blaise Blasko
in free el\:ercise; Bill Robison,
Tom Ga1ioto and Blasko in side
horse; McConnell, Frank Sandry
in trampoline; McConnell, Clayton and Tupper in high bar;
Blasko, McConnell and M. Sandry
on parallel bars and Blasko and
Clayton on the rings.

friendl~ skies

AlbOJquerque Interviews
Monday, Feb. 13
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL
New Mexico Employment Servic<>
842·3101

been ~pproved and invitations to
join the conference will be sent
to Ari~ona, Arizona State, Highlands,' and the College or Artesia.
The New Mexico team also
placed· four men on the all-conference ..team. Jamal Pritchard
and 9esa.re' Trapani were named

ooners, Kansas

•

~
~

if

-

~

United.

UNITED

SO GOOD?

wishes to announce the

Motorola offers the student at the BS or MS level an opportunity to advance his career and education concurrently.
Work and achieve a Master's or PhD Degree in an environment of constant challenge and tremendous growth.

Hi de-N-Seek
Pitchers •n Mugs

• Intimate

THE ENGINEERING TRAINING PROGRAM

Open to BS or MS graduates in Electrical Engineering,
Chemical Engineering or Physics with a B average or better.
While pursuing an MS or PhD degree at Arizona State University each trainee is placed in a rotational program cov·
ering four engineering activities at Motorola.
THE MARKETING TRAINING PROGRAM

ROOM-DOWNSTAIRS

Open to BS graduates in Electrical Engineering or Physics
with a B·average or better. Marketing trainees may work
toward an MBA or an MS or PhD degree. Rotational assign·
ments are in the marketing area.
MR. JOHN MARSHALL
will be recruiting on campus
FEBRUARY 14, 1967
Direct Placement at all Degree Levels for •••
• Electrical Engineers • Organic & Physical Chemists
• Physicists • Chemical Engineers • Metallurgists

• Dancing

In Research and Development, Quality Control,
Marketing, and Production.

···:;·"'~' ~•- ·Li!l,e.,"~·

"'
Entertainment

Jf you are unavailable for an interview at this

time write directty to: Dfrector of Colfege Relations,

Motorola Inc., Semiconductor Products Olvlsion,
5005 East McDowell, Phoenix, Arizona 85008,

, SCHLITZ Beer
on Draft

Listen to KUNM
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THURSDAY-FEB. 16

Freshman Baseball

.' .. '"

the TRIANGLE LOUNGE
GRAND OPENING

The1·e will be a meeting of all
freshman baseball candidates
Monday, Feb, 13 at 4:30 in room
128 of Johnson Gym with coach
Jay Higgins.

®MOTOROLA

l..[y Sendconduc'for
AN

90.1 Mcs.

Justifies War
He justified the war by saying
that North Viet Nam must be
made to pay for the 11 years of
suffering they have caused in the
South. "Air power is also being
used to increase the cost of the
war for them, but it will not
completely stop the flow of supplies although it makes it increasingly more difficult.

.-.
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··-··rrl nosts Meet

asaSTEWARDESSin... the

U.S. Winning, Taylor Says
"We are winning on all fronts,"
Taylor said, "particularly on the
military and the government
areas. We cannot lose militarily."
The Americans are firmly in
control in the "big war" but the
Vietnamese are having their
trouble fighting their "little war"
and the "criminal war." It is
better to have them fighting these
little wars because it is an internal conflict with the people."
Taylor beat back many of the
arguments . used by protesto~s
against the war. "A lot of thts
atmosphere is caused because the
people are frustrated and confused by all the information being published by the press. It is a
well covered war," he said.

.
..:.

.,

..:

. The UNM :;occer''team w~~ the
·. first Wes~rn Intercollegiate Soc; cer Conference championship this
· year with a perfect conference
record and only one non-conference defeat.
The UNM team has won 26
:ga1nes in three years while laostwo. The los:; this seas~;~n came
the hands of Denver Univerwhich is undefeated in three
of play.
Expansion of the league has

RE.NTS· TUXEDOS

•

THIS PICKET is one of many who carried signs protesting U.S.
involvement in VietNam before and during General Maxwell Taylors talk to UNM students and townspeople in the Concert Hall
yesterday afternoon. Taylor said the U.S. campaign is increasingly more effective in North VietNam. (LOBO Phvto by Pawley)

''

Lobos> Win Soccer Title

~---~~
I ~M AtY·n~.l"~.
rt ~ ~

Film Fare, Film Classics, and
Foreign Films, Film Committee
chairman Martin Swearingen announced Tuesday.
Show times will also be
changed, Swearingen said. Film
Fare movies will show at 7 and
10 p.m. on Saturday and at 5 and
8 p.m. on Sunday. Admission is
· 25 cents.
Film Classics will show at 7
and 9:30 p.m. on Fridays at 50

VIE:TNAM WAR -~

1

p.m. also for 50 (!ents admJSSJon.

Announced By Head

t
WE PROTEST · t ·
VNITEP STATES

.

t

Friday.,
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PEACE WATCH J

),u:xwm TAY~OR
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INC.
Products Division

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

WELCOME UNM STUDENTS
We're Glad ·vou're Back To

I' .

'1

..The LITTLE PIZZA PLACE..

2310 CENTRAL SE
.Across from UNM Concert Hall and Yale Park

STUDY IN
SOUTHERN FRANCE

•

AUniversity year in Aix-en-Provence under
the auspices of the University of Arx-Marseille (founded 1409).

EUROPEAN AREA STUDIES
. "FRENCH LANGUAGE
AND LITERATURE
HONORS PROGRAM

{courses in French University exclusively)

ART AND ART HISTORY
SOCIAL SCIENCES
MEDITERRANEAN AREA stUbi£S
Classes in English and French satisMng
curriculum and credit requirements of over
:!SO American Colleges and Universities.
Students live in French homes. Total costs
equivalent to those at pr111ate universities
and colleges in the United States. .

"SEMESTER PROGRAM IN AVIGNON"
11
SUMMER PROGRAM
IN AIX·EH·PROVENCE'•
, Write:

INSTITUTE' FOR
AMERICAN ONIIIEHSITIF.$

LIFE Magazine has described Julian Bream as "the
successor to the great Andres Segovia himself."
Nowhere is his brillianc~ more clearly displayed than in
JULIA~REAM ~ this performance on the' lute of these 16th-century
LUTE MUSIC .......,
airs and dances by eleven composers. Such music as
FROM THE ROYAL
Dowland's
Queen Elizabeth's Galliard and Besard's
COURTS OF EUROPE
Air de Cour achieves its authentic flavorin Bream's
hands. Here, in fact, i~ ~ream's latestalbum, is a royal
feast for modern earstffor every music lover!
.I
.

--

:l

FREE

'

(fourtdt!d 195?)

~
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'

AIX•f.H·I'!IOVf.riCE,l'~lAHCE

·~

Telephonoe !'ran~" (C''""' ~ !)}~7.82.39
or \t:od·J tU) 2:1'.6!M& " •
.. :

:1 i! •

~ ~ ~

IN UNIVERSITY AREA · l :

l! bl4, ruJJ dJJ non Pl'l~tet.ll'

;

DELIVE~RY
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•

247-8777

HOURS
II A.M. TO I P.M. (For lunch)
5 P.M. TO 2 A.M.
.
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WAC Meet to See Great Action
6Y NOOLEY REINHEARDT

The Western Athletic Conference Invitational indoor track
meet here Saturday night well see
all six conference schools entered
in what could well be a repeat
performance of last year's out-

door championships or a preview
of this year's championship.
Last year the WAC title boiled
down to head to head competition
between New Mexico and Brigham Young with the Lobos taking
the crown. The indoor meet here
looks to be between those same
two squads.
UNM coach Hugh Hackett is
expected to enter a 21-man-team
headlined by two mile whiz
George Scott. Scott, the WAC
cross-country champion· and two•
mile outdoor champion, ran a

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line nd., 65t-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
mllllt be submitted by noon on day befor"
publication to Room '159, Student Publications BuildingJ or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.
FOR SALE
1953 PLYMOUTH sedan. Make offer. See
at3718 Second NW. Telephone 243-5710.
2/6, 9, 10.
BEAUTIFUL $150.00 Tuxedo, size 42.
Worn once. $65.00. Terms. 1709 Sigma
Chi NE. 2/6, 9, 10.
FAMOUS Personality Posters, 2\f'x3V.,',
McQueen. Peter Fonda, Brando, Lenny
Bruee_ Mno, Fields. Allen Ginsburg,
Finstein. .Dylan, Rolling Stones, New..
man. Clint Eastwood plus more, send
for Jist. Shipping anywhere in U.S.
prepaid. 1 poster $1.75, 2 posters $3.00,
3 posters $4.26. Madam Butterfly's Gift
Shop, 4609 E. Colfax, Denver Colorado
80220.
FOR RENT
ROOKS for nmt for women atudents~ 5
blocks from UNM. For detallo, call 2685866.
.
ROOM and Board-waD·to-wall cal')leting,
weeklY maid service, heated swimming
pool, delicious food, close to oampus. As
little as $26.75 a week. The College Inn,
303 Ash St. NE. 243-2881. 2/6, 9, 10.
EFFICIENCY apartment., 1 block w""t of
UNM, $79.60 to $85.00 all utiliti"" paid.
Some with improvement.. Furnished, off·
street parking. Call Sam Cooper, 265.
8571, eves. 842-8280. Caird-Norris Realty.
2/6, 9, 10.
LARGE apartment, 2 bedroom, new furnishings, ellicieney kitchen. All utilities included. Call Sam Cooper, 265-8571, eves.
842·8280. Caird-Norris Realty. 2/6, 9, 10.
PERSONALS
MYRNA, come bome.. I got a copy of the
Juggler at Room 159, Stndent Publica·
tiorus Bldg. 25¢

9;05.0 last Saturday in the San
Diego Indoor Invitational edging
New Zealand's Dave Sir!, Southern California''S John Link, and
BYU's Bob Richards.
Richards is to compete here
Saturday and is the man most

likely to give Scott a run for his
money.
Hackett will enter Steve Caminiti and Harold Bailey in both ·
the 60 yard high and low hurdles
and George Loughridge in the
lows only
Bernie Rivers and Rene Matison will head :the New Mexico
'Sprint contingent. Both will run
the 60-yard-dash and Matison Will ·
head the mile relay followed by :
Clark Mitchell, Art Baxter, and ~
Ken Head. Matison will be the
only New Mexico entry in the 440. ~
The preliminaries--in the long ·
jump, high and low hurdles, triple
jump, and the 60-yard~dash wilh
be held in. th~ l}fternoon with the •
p'ole. vault start~~g 'the"'evening :
sesston _at 7.. _ .;._< ...~~-=----,.~...... - ·:~P !
· The track at '1'inltlC:Y"'Coliseum •
has been complE:tely;.re-co-ndition- :
ed, and rebl!ilt ~vhere necessary' :
£or the 15 event meet. · · ··" , ' · ·
, Even with UNM lithletic cards,;
students will have to buy a one,
dollar ticket ~Q, .sg!'l the meet.
l
' The New Mexico eDt%-y ·t.Si.. 'iricludea:

The next general meeting of
the Sitzmarkers Ski Club will be
a Valentine's Par:ty at 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 14 at the Western Skies.
There will be continuous taped
music for daiicliig.
_ ,
There will also be a discussion
of possible future ski trips to
Red River, Taos, and Purgatory.
Everyone is invited to the Western Skies for the meeting and
Valentine's Day Party.

Sanitone Professional
DRY CLEANING
pill•

FAST two-way radio
Pick-up & Delivery

HELP WANTED
MAP wanted by :fn!ahman to lind the
Juggler at Room 159. Stndent Publications Bldg. 25¢.

SERVICES

TYPEWRITER sales A aerricm, all makm.
20 per cent discount with thia ad. Free
pickup A delivery. E A E Tnlewriter

Call 243-5671 today!

Serviee, 2217 Coal SE. Phone 243-4G88.

IF YOU CAN

•

60 High Hurdles-Harold Bailey, Steve
Caminiti.
60 Dash-Rene Matison, Bernie Rivers.
60 Low Hurdles-Steve Caminiti, George
Loughridge, Harold Bailey.
Triple Jump-Art Baxter, Bill Forsyth.
Pole Vault-Jon Caffey, Joe Powdrell,
Doan Lehman.
Shot Put-Mike Jeffrey,
Mile Run-Web Loudnt, Adrian DeWindt.

Write amusing satire
(or any other kind)
Dre~v.~hilariou$

IS THE WORD

ing verbs."
"Under the program I am pro•l)osing the school would offer
courses on the culture of a country so you would get to know the
people and the place, not just
the language," Van Dresser said.
"I'm not knocking the language but I think it would be of
more benfit to the student to
learn about the country," he said.
"I hope that a small amount of
the courses could consist of a conversational language enough so
if a student went to Germany or
other country he could get
JaJIOnl!:," Van Dresser said.
school would not have too
much trouble finding instructors
because most of the people who
teach language are already familiar with the countries," he said.

Monday, February 13, 1967

eorge
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U.S. to Postpone
Viet Nom Strikes
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Manchester Defends Book
William Manchester had defended his book before a nationwide broadcast audience. Concerning one alleged inaccuracy, he
said "eyewitnesses are sometimes
mistaken."
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Our representative will be on your campus soon.
Contact your placement director to make an interview
appointment. Or write for a brochure outlining more
specific areas of job opportunity to Mr. J, B. Kuhn,
Manager of University Recruitment, Celanese
'Corporation, 522 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10036.
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RETURNED PEACE CORPS volunteers who will be on the UNM campus this week are shown ex•
amining a copy of the new abridged Peace Corps aiJp!ication form. They are (from left); Mike Riley,
Ree Hiley, Kay Byers, and Chris Byers. The returned volunteers will have an information booth in the
Union lobby from 8 to 5 every day this week. (LOBO photo by Pawley.)

More Cold in North, Midwest
Severe winter cold, with temperatures plunging far below zero
covered the upper midsection of
the nation yesterday.

To Contact UNM Students

The second semester bowling
bowling leagues in the UNM
games area wil ]begin today. The
two mens intramural leagues will
be on the same nights as in the
past: dorms and independents on
Monday night and the fraternities
on Thursday night.
There are two faculty-staff-student leagues. The Tuesday night
league is well established, and at
the present it has twelve teams.
Because of the overflow in this
league, the games area is attempting to form a second league
on Sunday night, starting at
6:30.
Both of these leagues are mixed
foursomes and students, faculty,
and staff are welcome. Guests or
friends are welcome in these two
leagues. The fee each night is
$1.25 per person. All leagues will
start at 6:30.

There is no obligation involved
in applying. Applications will be
sent to Washington for processing
and returned in 6 to 12 weeks, informing the applicant of the programs available to him.
The returned volunteers will be
visiting classrooms on campus
this week to speak to prospective
volunteers with the permission of
the dean or chairman of the department.
Good Faculty Response
Mike Riley said to the LOBO last
night that he was pleased with
the response of the UNM faculty
in regard to the recent controversy over the closing of the
training center here.
·
Riley explained that most Peace
Corps training is now done overseas, in an effort to integrate the
volunteer into the way of life of
his host country. The training
centers are usually universities
in foreign countries working under the same contract system
used at UNM until this year.
About 70 people attended the
Peace Corps information film,

"One Step at a Time" shown Friday night in the Union theater~
Of these, all but two were seniors
and graduate students many of
whom indicated interest in applying to the Peace Corps.

"

Ernst & Ernst, a nationwide
certified public accounting firm,
ha'S given the College of Business
Administration at UNM a $500
,scholarship for an accounting
:student and a $200 grant to be
used for accounting programs in
the College.
F. J. Brandiger, Albuquerque
manager for Ernst & Ernst, said
his company plans to make similar
grants to the College in the future, probably at thTce-yeal" intervals.
The scholarship will go to a
full-time student majoring in acJ.,..
counting, either an undergraduate
at the upperclass level, or a graduate student working for a master's degree. Recipients will be
chosen by the College th1·ough its
scholarship committee.
The grant for the accounting
area may be used fot• library acquisitions, supplies, promotional
materials, or other activities in
support of accounting programs,
Dean Howard V. Finston said.

'
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Newman Center Lenten Programs
.Feature Bible Vigil and Lecture

In regard to the new coupon
system and the new double cup,
now being used, Mr. Bierbaum
said that it was working out just
fine, He said that they average
240 refunds during any normal
day, and 50 on the weekends. They
sell from 80 to 90 double cups a
day. He said that for every 15
cups that are serv2d, three are
redeemed and one double cup is
sold.
He pointed out that last year
under the free refill progt•am the
Union gave away about 80,000
cups of coffee. Undet• the new program he said that they would
average about the same. The coupon system wo1•ks as follows:
There are a variety of about 100

A series of Lenten programs designed to encourage a new spirit
of "doing something positive and
worthwhile during Lent" has been
announced by Dr. Joseph Zavadil,
the acting head of the English
Department at UNM and a faculty advisor for the Newman Center.
The series, which began Sunday, Feb. 12, with a Bible Vigil,
has the following programs remainiug: Feb. 19, slide lecture by
Father Blase Schauer from the
N"wman Center at .New Mexico

different numbers. The first coupon is good from 7 a.m. until 3
p.m., and another one from 3 p.m.
until closing time. In this way two
numbers are used in one day.
Mr. Bierbaum also said that the
cup and saucer are still available
for those who prefer it.
As you can see there is quite
a bit ittvolved in making even a
single cup o£ coffffee. At the pres·
ent time, according to Mr. Bierbaum, it costs between 4 and 4%
cents to make a single cup of
coffee.
However, Mr •. Bierbaum said
"the college student isn't quite the
coffee drinker he used to be. But
at the rate of three tons a year,
I'd say he was doing pretty good."

State on "Lent and the Liturgy"';
Feb. 26, Discussion geared to action on the social issue of poverty
in the community; March 4, a
communal celebration of the Sacrament of Penance; March 11,
Choral Reading of the Book of
Job; March 18, Morality Play.
Terry Calvani, program supervisor for the Newman Club, said
that the whole program was for
the purpose of accomplishing a
f1 esh outlook on "what Christianity really is.'' He also mentioned
that the driving force behind the
program was the newly formed
Liturgical Committee at the Newmatt Center.
Zavadil attd Calvani urged students and public alike to attend
the programs and stressed espe-;cially the Feb. 26 session on poverty in the community.
All of the programs are scheduled for Sunday evenings at 7:00
p.m. at the Newman Center.

UNM to Sponsor
Concert Pianist
Lelia GousseaU, a French concert pianist, will be in Albuquerque Feb. 25 for her first Southwest performance.
Sponsored by the University of
New Mexico music department,
she will play at 8:15 p.m. in the
Recital Hall of the Fine Arts Center.
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"I think it wolild make it more interesting for, them."
Van Dresser said that he had
talked to son\e of the instructors
in the language department and
they agreed that this type of approach would make it easier and
more interesting for them. "They
dont like the idea of just standing
up in front of the board and
teaching .grammar." Van Dresser
added.
Chairman of the language department, Raymond MacCurdy,
declined comment on the possibility of getting such a change until he had .all the facts and coull!.,
look at the program.
Dean of Arts and Sciences,
Hoyt Trowbrige, was unavailable
for comment but at last year's
Conference on the University, he
said, "No immediate change is
likely."
Trowbridge, when asked last
year about the validity of the
language requirements said, "It
is difficult to review, it will take
at least a year or two to complete
a study. Any changes to come
from the study would take four
or five years to initiate, Trowbridge said.
He called the matter, "a painful
debate placing scholarly attainment and liberal education aginst
utility and ease.''

Every Sunday

Coffeemaking Big Business at UNM
, skill to continue to make a good
By TOM GARCIA
cup of coffee, and much is involved
How many cups of coffee does in pleasing the "professional cofthe New Mexico Union serve in fee drinker.
one year? Well, we can put it this
He said that the Union uses the
way, if you and a friend came in coffee the students prefer and of·
every morning and had a cup of ten runs tests to see what brand
coffee, and snitched a couple more they like best.
during the day, you would have
He added that whether the stu·
enough to last you for 200 years. dent realizes it or not he is getIn other words about 292,000 cups ting a much better cup of coffee in
a year.
the plastic urns, now being used,
Coffecmaking is big business in than in the usual cup and saucer.
the New Mexico Union, and is the He pointed out that in a cup, cofsingle ntost important item, In an fee will get older and will loose
average day, by 10:30 in the its flavor faste1•. In the plastic
morning the Union will have gone
urns, on the other hand, coffee
through 19 pounds of coffee.
Mr. William Biet·baum, director will stay hotter nnd will retain
of the Union says that it takes a its flavor fot• a much longer time.

!

Scholarships Given
By Ernst &Ernst

\

Four returned Peace Corps volunteers will be on the UNM campus this week to contact seniors
and graduate students who are interested in applying to the Peace
Corps.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Riley and
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Byers will be
available at an information booth
in the Union to hand out information leaflets and application
blanks, and to make appointments
for the Modern Language Aptitude Test, the only entrance examination required of college seniors and graduate students.
The volunteers are mainly interested in contacting seniors and
graduate students because few
Peace Corps programs at·e open
to undergraduates. However, undergraduates with agl"icultural,
horticultu1•al, or forestry service
experience are needed everywhere.
Serve in 18 Countries
Any seniot•s and graduates intetestcd in serving in one of the
22 programs available in 18 countries are urged to fill out an ap·
plication form and take the test.
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Four Peace Corps Members

Starting Times Set
For League Bowling
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Terrorists, Troops Fight in Aden
In the British protectorate of
Aden Arab terrorists fought
with troops and ;police in the
third day of violence blamed on
two terrorist organizations.
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Youth isn't wasted on the young. And the young don't
waste their time at Celanese.

Accountants, Chemists, ChEs, MEs, Physicists, MBAs

.•. ..;....
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Our top people are never old-fashioned about any new
idea, whether it comes from middle management or
from our youngest college grad. We have a master plan
and the vitality to make it work. Marketing is way-out
and zeroed right in. Finance knows that we have better
things to do with our money than let it grow barnacles ...
shelled out $465 million in capital expenditures
over the last 3 years. In the scientific department, we
combine technical insight with an unusual grasp of
marketing dynamics.
Thinking young explains how we chalked-up one of the
most impressive corporate rebuilding jops in recent
history. How we turned what was basically a one-product
business into a solid and diverse international corporation
dealing in chemicals, miracle fibers, plastics, paints,
petroleum and forest products. How we multiplied sales
5 fold in 10 years. How we now have 100 plants in the
U.S., Canada, Latin America, Europe, Africa and Asia.
Possibly we could afford to relax a little. But success
make~ young blood run even faster.
Which means that the ambitious college grad couldn't
fine! a more provocative opportunity anywhere else in
American industry.

•·,,

By United Press International
The United States is postponing any resumption of air strikes
on North Viet Nam. When the
four-day Lunar New Year truce
ended, operations resumed in the
South. But there was no indication when air raids would begin
again on the North.
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Ceose~Fire Over;

ELAN ESE
The JUGGLER-Pronounced the best college humor magazine
in the whole world by an independent research facility.

ricula Changes Committee will be gated," Van Dressel" said.
asked to investigate the possibiliThe proposal would be to ask
ty of making changes in language the College of Arts and Sciences
requirements for graduations said to substitute courses in the cuiStudent Senators Baker Morrow tures of different countries as an
and Steven Van Dresser.
alternative to the four semesters
"The whole thing is still up in of language now required," he
the air, the committee will prob- said. "I think it is a good idea
ably be formed and I'm going to because it would give students a
propose a bill asking that the chance to learn about the country
language requirements be:_l~·n~v~e:::st~i:_--~a~n~d~n~o~t~ju~s~t~s~i~t4;~~~
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IS LOOKING FOR YOU!

By BOB STOREY
Investigation of the possibility
of substituting foreign cultures
courses as an alternative for the
foreign languages 1·equirements
fo1· graduation in the College of
Arts and Sciences may be one of
the programs of a proposed student government committee.
The newly .proposed committee
to be called the Program and Cur-

PIZZA

.artwork
· ·Sell deadly
··serious
advertising

v

;l-anguage Requirements May Be Studied

MR. G's

High Jump-George Lo11ghridge, Vic
Moore.
600 Yd. Run-Ken Head.
440 Yd. Run-Rene Matison.
2 Mile Run-George Scott, Bob Nannbu:a.
1000 Yd. Run-Pat Cox, Web Loudat.
880 Yd. Run-Clark Mitchell.
Mile Relay-Rene Matison, Clark Mitche11. Art Baxter. Ken Head.

Long juniP-Ira Robinson.- .

Sitzmarkers Skiers
Plan Special Party- .. ·

Jf..,Jqow
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